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                 Status of Demand Power/Supply Pressure Key Trend-finder Indicator  
 
                                                                                     First                Current         Current                Fullest Extent of  
           Index                Term        * Signal           Date of Signal    Demand Pr.    Supply Pr.      Index Move Since Signal 
 
    S&P 500/DJIA          Short         Enter Short        9/4/2008                409                499          SPX Fell 126 Points ( 10.3 %) 
           NDX                   Short        Enter Short        8/25/2008               404                455         NDX Fell 393 Points ( 20.8 %)       
 
       * We consider a new entry point for a signal the day when one measure crosses more than 10 points above the other. We  
           like to exit when (or before if conservative) the two measures return to an intersection. 
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SUMMARY OF INDEX DAILY CLOSINGS FOR MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 29th, 2008 
 

         NASDAQ  NASDAQ       Russell     30 Yr Treas 
       Date  DJIA        Transports            S&P              COMPQ       100               2000                Bonds  
 
      Sept 23          10854.17            4792.00          1188.22             2153.33               1648.40            709.19             117^01 
      Sept 24          10825.17            4715.34          1185.87             2155.68               1661.33            697.77             117^12 
      Sept 25          11022.06            4763.44          1209.18             2186.57               1687.55            705.74             116^25 
      Sept 26          11143.43            4750.86          1213.27             2183.34               1672.04            704.89             117^14 
      Sept 29          10365.45            4503.89          1106.42             1983.73               1496.15            657.72             119^25 

 
   
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
                 
         
 
                 

S&P 500 vs: Demand Power & Supply 
Pressure June 2008 to September 2008
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 When Demand Power Crosses above the Supply Pressure Line, we get a Buy Signal. 
           When Supply Pressure rises above Demand Power, we get a Sell Signal.
  Exit signals occur when DP or SP lines return to intersection after an entry signal.
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   We received an "Enter Short Positions" Signal September 4th.
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 The stock market crashed Monday, September 29th, 2008, precisely on our scheduled phi 
mate turn date. The S&P 500 experienced the largest one day decline since 1987, and the Dow In-
dustrials had the worst one-day point plunge in the history of the United States of America, worse 
than 9/11, worse than 1987, worse than 1929. The Industrials crashed 7 percent Monday, the S&P 
8.6 percent, the NASDAQ Composite diving 9.1 percent Monday.  
 
 $1.2 trillion was wiped out from the stock market Monday. The Dow Industrials lost 777.68 
points, closing at 10,365.45, a new closing low for 2008. The previous worst one-day plunge in the 
DJIA was 684.81 points at 9/11/2001.  
 
 Wachovia Bank was the latest mega-financial institution to fail, disappearing Monday. The 
FDIC merged them into Citicorp to protect depositors. 
 
 The Federal Reserve committed to injecting $600 billion into the economy to assure liquidity 
Monday, which didn't make a dent in the fear that struck Wall Street when the House of Representa-
tives did the unthinkable, rejecting the Paulson Manifesto’s $700 billion Wall Street bailout, with 
House Republicans ironically rejecting the plan. As the vote transpired, and it became apparent that 
the 218 votes necessary for passage was going to come up short, the Industrials dropped 400 points 
in ten minutes. It was an astonishing meltdown. But not to us. 
 
 Here’s what we wrote in our weekend market issues the past three weeks: “Our Fibonacci phi 
mate analysis is suggesting another turn is due around September 29th, 2008 +/-: This is the ninth 
phi mate date we have scheduled for 2008. Looks like it will be a major top. Our thought at this point 
is the 29th could be a kickoff to a devastating stock market crash that lasts a few weeks into mid-
October. It is also a New Moon on the 29th, and New Moons have been associated with crashes in 
autumns in the past.”  

                              
                            Summary of McHugh’s Proprietary Index  Key Trend-finder Buy/Sell Signals 
                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                              Fullest Extent of  
                                                      Index        Term        Signal    Date Current Signal          Index Move Since Signal 
 
   Purchasing Power Indicator   DJIA/S&P    Short       Sell               Sep 22nd, 2008          DJIA Fell 650 Points ( 5.9 %) 
                                          
   DJIA  14 Day Stochastic           DJIA          Short        Sell               Sep 29th, 2008                     New Sell Signal 
 
  DJIA 30 Day Stochastic            DJIA            Short       Sell               Sep 29th, 2008                     New Sell Signal  
 
 DJIA Primary Trend Indicator  DJIA          Long       Buy         October 31st, 2003      DJIA Rose 4,396 Points ( 44.9 %) 
 
  Secondary Trend Indicator     DJIA/S&P     Short  Neutral               Sep 29th, 2008                     Neutral Signal 
  
  NDX Purchase Power Indic  NASDAQ 100  Short     Sell               Sep 22nd, 2008         NDX Fell 170 Points ( 10.2 %)            
 
  NDX 14 Day Stochastic         NASDAQ 100   Short     Sell               Sep 29th, 2008                     New Sell Signal   
  
  RUT Purchase Power Indic       RUT            Short       Sell               Sep 22nd, 2008            RUT Fell 62 Points ( 8.7 %)                      
  
  HUI Purchasing Power Indic     HUI             Short      Buy               Sep 12th, 2008           HUI Rose 69 Points ( 23.9 %) 
  
  HUI 30 Day Stochastic                HUI             Short      Buy              Aug 22nd, 2008           HUI Rose 17 Points ( 5.0 %)   
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 Monday’s internals were the worse I have ever seen. NYSE volume rose to 100 percent of its 10 
day average. Downside volume led at 98 percent, with declining issues leading at 95 percent, with down-
side points at 99.9 percent. S&P 500 Demand Power fell 10 points to 409, while Supply Pressure rose 
37 points to 498, telling us the Plunge Protection team was buying with both hands, which are now a 
bloody mess. Had they not intervened, stocks likely would have dropped over 25 percent Monday. The 
Demand Power/Supply Pressure indicators generated an enter short position signal September 4th, 
and remains there Monday. Monday’s McClellan Oscillator worsened to negative –204.60. The Sum-
mation Index worsened to negative –1,154.35. NYSE New Highs were up a bit at 15, with New Lows 
leaping to 1,170. To bring this number home, more than one out of every three stocks hit a 52 week low 
Monday. Only one issue in the S&P 500 advanced Monday; 496 declined; 3 were flat. 99.9 percent of 
volume was down. 
 
 The crash Monday is wave {3} down, which we have been warning for several days “could lead 
to the largest plunge in two decades. That plunge could start at our next phi mate turn, which is ide-
ally scheduled for September 29th, 2008 +/- a few days.” There is a Head & Shoulders top in the In-
dustrials shown on page 7 that is confirmed, with a downside crash target of 7,500, heaven help us, 
and that move has started.  
 
 No, we do not believe the bottom is in. The Daily Full Stochastics for the Wilshire 5000, which 
is essentially the entire listed stock market, or what’s left of it, is on a sell signal, and far from a bot-
tom. See chart below. 
 

 

 The Wilshire5000, 
 which is essentially 
   the entire listed 
     Stock Market, 
    lost $1.1 trillion 
         in value in 
   Monday’s single 
    day of trading.  
 
 
 
 
       The Daily Full 
 Stochastics are on a sell 
     signal and suggest 
 this decline is not over. 
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 Last week we warned, “Expectations are high that the bailout plan will be approved and work. 
If anything goes wrong with this, it could kick off a stock market collapse on surprise disappointment 
— fear.”  That is precisely the news event that kicked off wave {3} down. We knew wave {3} was com-
ing, and we knew it would be devastating, we just were waiting for a news event to kick it off. That news 
event is now evident. 
 
 As for why this Paulson Manifesto is a terrible bailout plan, and why it was rejected, there was 
just too much dictatorial discretionary power for the Secretary of the Treasury with no real accom-
plishment of relief to the American Household, and therefore Wall Street.  
 
 Several excellent ideas have surfaced for improving this bailout plan. One is the elimination of 
the absurd, arbitrary, non-historic, and perilous accounting rule called mark to market accounting, 
which states that if an asset has a temporary bad period, then all similar assets must be devalued on 
the books, written down from original cost, even though odds of a rebound price are very likely in the 
future, from today’s temporary lower price. Market prices fluctuate up and down, that is the normal 
cycle of life, of assets, of markets, so this accounting rule, which was the result of the Sarbanes Act a 
few years ago, is a disaster. Eliminate it yesterday and forever.  
 
 Second, an immediate increase in the FDIC insurance limit to $500,000 per depositor account, 
from $100,000, to be paid for by an increase in FDIC fees from banks whose deposits are covered, 
would stop the runs on banks we are currently seeing.  
 
 Third, create low interest rate financing opportunities for small businesses directly from the 
Treasury Department. Allow business loans for 2 percent. 
 
 Fourth, and this is my idea, a rebate of the past 10 years income taxes to every American 
Household. Require half of that rebate to be used to pay off debt. If no debt, then great, the household 
gets to use the money for discretionary spending or saving. This would bail out Wall Street as toxic 
assets become quality assets. 
 
 Fifth, eliminate the unconstitutional, wealth confiscating, real estate tax. Replace it with a na-
tional sales tax. 
 
 These changes will address Wall Street’s needs, as well as Main Street’s. This plan would 
work. 
 
 There is increasing commentary from pundits that Paulson is incompetent, was great in his 
former job as the Chairman of Goldman Sachs, essentially a day trader, whose bailouts so far have 
raised questions about conflict of interest as so many of the bailouts have indirectly helped Goldman 
Sachs.  
 
 Bernanke is also incompetent, having fiddled for several months, failing to aggressively ad-
dress the coming banking and liquidity crisis proactively.  
 
 Confidence is now lost.  
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 The percent of DJIA stocks above their 30 day moving average fell to 10.00 Monday from 
40.00. The percent above 10 day fell to 6.67 from 70.00. The percent above 5 day fell to 10.00 from 
80.00. The NYSE 10 day average Advance/Decline Line Indicator was flat at negative –572.6, remain-
ing on a “sell” signal from September 11th, when it fell below negative - 120.0 threshold necessary for 
a new “sell.”  
   
 Our three Blue Chip key trend-finder indicators (other than the Demand Power/Supply Pres-
sure Indicator) triggered a new “sell” signal Monday. The DJIA 30 day Stochastic Fast fell to 10.00, 
decisively below the Slow at 25.33, triggering a new “sell” signal September 29th. The DJIA 14 day 
Stochastic fell to 6.67, decisively below the Slow at 27.22, triggering a new “sell” signal September 
29th. The Fast had to cross more than 10 points below the Slow for a new “sell.” The S&P 500 Pur-
chasing Power Indicator plunged to negative –37.29, remaining on a “sell” signal from September 
22nd, needing to rise above –31.29 for a new “buy.”    
  
 The Plunge Protection Team Risk Indicator fell to positive + 28.76 Monday, on a “buy” signal 
from September 15th, but in a declining trend. A rise above negative -16.0 triggers a new “sell” sig-
nal. After it generated a buy signal on July 31st, the Industrials rose 489 points. When the reading 
rises above positive + 20.00, or falls below negative –16.00, we usually see multi-week rallies. On the 
other hand, declines can (don’t have to) occur when this reading falls within the range of negative –
16.00 to positive + 20.00.  The PPT Indicator was in the range where declines typically occur, between 
negative –16.00 and positive + 20.00 for most of the late December/January decline, which saw the 
DJIA drop over 1,100 points. It then rose above + 20.00 January 14th. Rallies usually start about a week 
or two after this measure exceeds positive +20.00. When this indicator last went below negative –16.00, 
triggering a new “buy” signal, on February 7th, 2008, the Industrials closed at 12,247. After that the In-
dustrials rose 509 points. After they rose above negative –16.00 on March 3rd, the DJIA dropped over 
500 points. From May to July 2008 we saw a significant decline within this range, 1,650 points.  
  
 The DJIA Call/Put Ratio rose to 0.94 Monday, on a “neutral” signal from May 27th (moving 
below 1.00 and above 1.40 is neutral, while rising decisively above 1.00 (above 1.10) triggers a new 
“buy”). On Monday, the Secondary Trend Indicator fell 8 points to zero, a neutral reading, but declin-
ing. Above zero is Bullish. Below zero is Bearish. The closer it moves toward zero, the greater the risk 
of a coming trend turn, thus caution with open positions would be recommended. After it turned Bearish 
on December 31st, 2007, the Industrials fell 1,630 Points, or 12.3 percent. After it generated a sell, on 
June 17th, the Industrials fell 1,200 points. This indicator correlates well with price trends. 
 
 There is a  Head & Shoulders top in the Dow Industrials, confirmed, with the decisive break 
and close below 12,000, the neckline, giving a downside target of 9,750. It would be unusual for this 
pattern to fail. We believe the downside target will be exceeded, and the Industrials could fall into the 
8,000s. That is because there is a smaller H&S top that has completed with a downside target of 
7,500ish, shown at the top of page 7. 
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        SUMMARY PAST WEEK’S DEMAND POWER/SUPPLY PRESSURE STATISTICS 
 
                                 Blue Chips S&P 500/DJIA 
 
                                       Demand                        Supply                          Purchasing                             Secondary 
 Date                  Power                         Pressure                    Power Indicator                   Trend Indicator 
 
            Sept 22     Down 10 to 426                     Up 18 to 468                        Down 9 to  -5                        Down 6 to + 7 
            Sept 23       Down 7 to 419                       Up 5 to 473                        Down 3 to –8                        Down 4 to + 3 
            Sept 24       Down 3 to 416                  Down 1 to 472                            Flat 0 at  -8                            Up 1 to + 4 
            Sept 25            Up 7 to 423                  Down 9 to 463                             Up 4 to  -4                          Up 8 to + 12 
            Sept 26       Down 4 to 419                  Down 2 to 461                            Flat 0 at  -4                       Down 4 to + 8 
            Sept 29     Down 10 to 409                     Up 37 to 498                    Down  33 to -37                           Down 8 to 0 
 
 
                                           NASDAQ 100                                                 PPT Risk 
                                                                                                                                                                   Indicator 
                                   Demand                         Supply                         Purchasing                    (Above +18% Means High 
 Date              Power                          Pressure                   Power Indicator           Risk of a Short-covering Rally) 
                                           
            Sept 22      Down 6 to 405                     Up 9 to 443                      Down 14 to 47                            +     43.27 
            Sept 23      Down 2 to 403                     Up 1 to 444                        Down 3 to 44                            +     40.63 
            Sept 24           Up 2 to 405                Down 4 to 440                             Up 1 to 45                            +     38.97 
            Sept 25           Up 4 to 409                Down 5 to 435                             Up 4 to 49                            +     35.55 
            Sept 26           Up 1 to 410                    Flat 0 at 435                        Down 1 to 48                            +     32.61 
            Sept 29      Down 6 to 404                   Up 20 to 455                      Down 55 to –7                            +     28.76 
 
 
                                                         10 Day Average Short-term Advance/Decline Signals 
 
                                            Sept 29th                                                                                          Fullest Extent of  
              Index                 A/D Indicator          Signal               Date of Signal                       Index Move Since Signal 
 
      NYSE/S&P 500         -   572.6                     Sell                  Sept 11th, 2008                      SPX Fell 142 Points ( 11.4 %) 
        NASDAQ 100          -       5.6                     Sell                   Aug 8th, 2008                     NDX Fell 417 Points ( 27.9 %) 
         Russell 2000            -   157.9                     Sell                  Aug 25th, 2008                      RUT Fell 62 Points ( 8.7 %)        
 
 
 Shorting should only be done with funds that are speculative and the investor is willing to 
accept a substantial loss on. That is because the PPT is very active at this time.  
 
 Precious metals and the HUI look to be ready for a small corrective decline within a larger de-
gree move higher. Any decline here should be short lived as the weekly Full Stochastics are Bullish. 
Bonds should rally as a stock market collapse occurs, as a flight to quality and aggressive Fed purchas-
ing reaction arrives. Monday’s decline in the HUI was mild by comparison of what hit other stock av-
erages, down only 8.08 points. Gold did well Monday, enjoying a flight to quality.  
 
  
 Check out our new Autumn Specials, extended through Sunday, September 28th, including 
an 18 month offering. If you are enjoying your subscription, please tell a friend.     
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 The NASDAQ 100 financially evaporated Monday, and after losing 175.89 points, had only 
1,496.15 left in it. It moved at warp speed further from its all-time high of 4,816 in 2000. Volume was 
up at 119 percent of its 10 day average. Downside volume led at 99 percent, yep, everything was down, 
with declining issues at 98 percent (2 percent were flat), with downside points leading at 99 percent. 
NDX Demand Power fell 6 points to 404, with Supply Pressure up 20 points to 455, telling us deep 
pockets intervention was significant, preventing a 30 percent decline as selling was pure panic. 
 
 Our key trend-finder indicators triggered a new “sell” signal Monday. The NDX 14 day Sto-
chastic Fast fell to 13.00, decisively below the Slow at 33.40, triggered a new “sell” signal September 
29th. The NDX Purchasing Power Indicator plunged 55 points to negative –6.77, remaining on a 
“sell” signal from September 22nd, needing to rise above negative—0.77 for a new buy. The NDX 10 
day average Advance/Decline Line Indicator fell to negative –5.6, remaining on a “sell” signal from 
August 20th, when it fell below the negative –5.0 threshold for a new “sell” signal. The Demand Power/
Supply Pressure Indicator generated an enter short positions signal Monday August 25th, when the 
SP indicator rose more than 10 points above the DP indicator, and remains there Monday, September 
29th.  
 
 
  
  
   
    
 

NASDAQ 100 vs: Demand Power & Supply 
Pressure June 2008 to September 2008
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   When Demand Power Crosses above the Supply Pressure Line by 10 points, we get a
 Buy Signal.  When Supply Pressure rises above Demand Power by 10 points, we get a Sell 
  Signal.  Exit Signals occur when DP or SP lines return to intersecttion after an entry signal.

     We got an "Enter Short Positions" Signal 8/25/08

Enter
Long

Exit 
Long

Enter
Short
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 The Russell 2000 crashed 47.97 points Monday, closing at 657.72. Volume was up at 87 percent 
of its 10 day average, with downside volume leading at 90 percent, with declining issues leading at 94 
percent. The RUT Purchasing Power Indicator fell to 59.13, remaining on a “sell” signal from Septem-
ber 22nd, needing to rise above 65.13 for a new buy. The RUT 10 day average Advance/Decline Line 
Indicator fell to negative –157.90, remaining on a “sell” signal from August 25th, needing to rise 
above the positive +180.00 threshold for a new “buy” signal.   
  
 The HUI Amex Gold Bugs Index fell 8.08 points to 321.10 Monday. Volume rose to 93 percent 
of its 10 day average. Downside volume was 81 percent, with declining issues at 90 percent, and down-
side points at 99 percent. Our key trend-finder indicators remain on a “buy” signal Friday. The HUI 
30 day Stochastic Fast fell to 45.00, below the Slow at 58.33, but not yet decisively below, remaining 
on a “buy” signal from August 22nd. The Fast has to fall 20 points below the Slow to trigger a new 
“sell.” The HUI Purchasing Power Indicator fell to 215.53, remaining on a “buy” signal from Sep-
tember 12th, needing to drop below 215.41 for a new sell. October Gold rose to 908.5. Silver fell to 
12.98, while Oil fell to 95.60. The Dollar was up at 77.57. Bonds rose two and a half points to 119^25. 
The PPT has to buy the long end to keep Bonds headed in the right direction, to support the housing 
market, especially now that AMBAC and MBIA are no longer rated AAA, unless a stock market col-
lapse continues. The Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac collapse, who hold half of all mortgages, require 
lower interest rates, and Master Planner interest rate (bond) intervention. The VIX leaped to 46.72, as 
fear gripped the market.  
 
 The Australia SPASX200 fell 97.40 points, or 1.99 percent Monday. Click on the Weekend 
Australia Report, which includes EW charts of the FTSE and DAX, for the latest analysis.  
 
   Bottom Line: The Fed has to continue hyperinflating to bail out this sick economy, feeding a 
major trend up in precious metals. Households, not just Wall Street, must be bailed out. If this doesn’t 
happen we are headed for an economic depression.  
 

                       New October Specials: 
 
                                  6 Months for $175, or 
                               10 Months for $215, or, 
                          12 Months for $300, or 
                            13 Months for $249, or 
                                    18 Months for $359, or 
                            * 24 Months for $449 *  
 
                   Good through Sunday, October 5th, 2008                      Simply go to www.technicalindicatorindex.com and 
                        click on the Subscribe Today or Renew Today buttons. 
                                 
       Note: The 24 Month Subscription gets you a free copy of the book, 
                Elliott Wave Principle. Simply email us your shipping address. 
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 Left Shoulder 
   Right 
 Shoulder 

 Head 
 A decisive decline 
     below 10,800 
     confirms this 
    Very Bearish 
  pattern, giving 
 a downside crash 
 target of 7,500ish. 

   Here is a multi-year 
     “M” pattern in 
 formation for the S&P 
   500, also known as a 
  Double Top pattern.  
 If this is occurring, we  
  could see a complete  
     meltdown all the 
           way to 500.  

    The Monthly Full 
   Stochastics can hang 
 around the oversold 20  
  level for several years, 
 as was the case in 2001 
  through 2003, before a 
 bounce arrives. If this is 
  happening, then S&P 
  500 will hit in 2010ish. 
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  Right Shoulder 

 Head 

  Downside Target  
 Would Be  450ish 

           If this Head & Shoulders pattern 
        completes, we are likely looking at a 
   cataclysmic economic event. This pattern 
     would have a downside target of 450ish. 

     This pattern is 
          complete.  
  We await a decisive 
    break below 650 
   f or confirmation. 

          The RUT’s  
        Weekly Full  
 Stochastic triggers a 
          sell signal. 

 Left Shoulder 

       Potential 
  Right Shoulder 

 Head 

  Downside Target  
Would Be  1,200ish 

 A decisive decline 
     below 1,700 
 now confirms this 
    Very Bearish 
  pattern, giving 
 a downside crash 
 target of 1,200ish. 
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    This could be a Bullish Declining 
    Wedge Pattern forming. So far we 
        have seen a 4,000 point 
      decline in the Industrials. 
 This could end up a 6,000 point 
   drop, then the Bear Market ends. 

a 

b 

c 

d 

 e, 2 

 1 

 3 

    These boundary 
    lines have held 
   every decline and 
           bounce. 

 a 

 e, 5, 1  
b 

 5, i 

     ii 
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1  

{c}, 2 

   Daily Full Stochastics  
        On a sell signal. 
   Lots of room before a 
        bottom arrives. 

{a} 

{b} 

 {3}, 3, iii, c, 2 

 Or, this: 

    Daily MACD 
           On a 
    “sell” signal. 

{1} 

{2} 
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   Prices could rise 
  then fall Tuesday. 
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  {v}, {1}, 3, iii 
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 (b) 

  This current wave {3} 
    of 3 of iii down that 
       started Monday 
        could produce 
   financial devastation 
  that hasn’t been seen 
      since the 1930’s. 

 {ii} 

 {i} 

 Prices could rise 
Then fall Tuesday. 

  {v}, {1} 
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  Prices could rise 
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   A major top is  
  in, in the NDX. 
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    Prices could rise, 
  Then fall Tuesday 
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  c,  e, 4 

 {c}, {e}, 5,  i 

 {5}, c, ii 

{c}, a 

 {c}, b 

{a} 

 {a} 

 {c}, {b} 

 {c}, {c} 

 {c}, {d} {b} 

{a} 

{b} {a} 

{b} 

{a} 

{b} 

       The MACD is on a 
              Buy signal. 
  The Full Stochastics are 
also on a buy signal, but  
   approaching the level  
     where a declining  
  correction could arrive. 

 {a} 

 {b} 
 {a} 

 {b}  {1} 

 {2} 

 {3} 

 {4}  {1} 

 {2} 

     The Weekly Full 
      Stochastics are on 
a buy signal, and have 
  much further to go 
 before a sell is likely. 
    Shorter-term, we 
    could see a small 
   correction within a 
    larger degree Bull 
            Market. 
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 3 

     {v}, {1} 

{a} 

  {b} 

{c} 

 {d} 

  {e}, 4 

{i} 

{ii} 

{iii} 

{iv} {2} 

 {3} 

 {4} 

 {5},  5, i 

 {c}, a 
{a} 

{b} 

    Daily Full STO 
           on a buy. 
 A minor correction 
lower could arrive, 
 But within a larger 
      degree rally. 

 {a} 

 {b} 

 {c}, b 

{5}, c, ii 

 {1} 

 {2} 

 {3} 

 {4} 

     Daily MACD  
   On a buy signal. 

 The speed and angle 
    of ascent for this  
 week's rally has the 
  scent of a dramatic 
 wave iii up starting. 

 {1} 

 {2} 

     The MACD is 
   curling up, ready  
      to generate a 
  Multi-month buy 
            Signal. 
 
   The Weekly Full 
        Stochastics 
     Remain on a 
        Buy Signal. 
 
   Any decline here 
  will be small, and 
  corrective within a  
 larger degree rally. 

  Gold Rallies Hard. 
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                       New October Specials: 
 
                                  6 Months for $175, or 
                               10 Months for $215, or, 
                          12 Months for $300, or 
                            13 Months for $249, or 
                                    18 Months for $359, or 
                            * 24 Months for $449 *  
 
                   Good through Sunday, October 5th, 2008  
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                    Key Economic Statistics 
 
                                                                                                                                                                          1 Week Avg. 
                Date           VIX          U.S. $          Euro             CRB           Gold           Silver        Crude Oil         M-3  
 
             9/19/08          32.07         77.67          144.83           359.58         873.0         12.43           104.05          Hidden 
             9/25/08          32.82         76.99          146.23           369.02         878.9         13.30           107.76          Hidden 
             9/29/08          46.72         77.57          144.42           343.22         908.5         12.98             95.60          Hidden 
                                                                                                                                      
                                                   Note: VIX, Dollar, and Gold rise; Silver and Oil fall.                                                                  
                                                                                                                     

   
                      Conservative Balanced Portfolio Recent Transactions As of  Monday September 29th, 2008 
  
                * On 8/25/08 we increased the Market Timing segment allocation of our conservative portfolio from 5 percent 
to 10 percent, by moving $50,000 of cash to this segment. 
 
 * On 8/25/08, we sold 50 shares of IYT, an ETF that mirrors the Trannies, at $89.17 per share. We also sold 100 
shares of QQQQ, the ETF that mirrors the NDX, at $46.50 per share. 
 
 * On 8/25/08, we purchased 50 shares of SLV, at $136.89 per share, an ETF that mirrors Silver. We also pur-
chased 300 shares of GDX, at $36.91 per share, an ETF that mirrors the HUI Amex Gold bugs Index. We also purchased 
100 shares of GLD, at $80.95 per share, an ETF that mirrors the price of Gold. These purchases were made within the 
Market Timing Segment of our Conservative portfolio. 
 
 * On 8/25/08, we purchased 12 ounces of actual Gold at $820 an ounce, in the Gold segment of our portfolio. 
 
 
 Note: Our Conservative Portfolio Model substantially outperformed the S&P 500 in the 
first quarter, 2008.  Check it out! Click on the Conservative Portfolio button at the left side of 
the home page.   
                                                                                                                                                                                                               
 We posted an updated Balances/Market Value Portfolio as of March 31st, 2008, available in the Conservative 
Portfolio section.              
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            Robert McHugh Ph.D. is President and CEO of Main Line Investors, 
Inc., a registered investment advisor in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 
and can be reached at www.technicalindicatorindex.com.  The statements, 
opinions, buy and sell signals, and analyses presented in this newsletter 
are provided as a general information and education service only.  Opin-
ions, estimates, buy and sell signals, and probabilities expressed herein 
constitute the judgment of the author as of the date indicated and are sub-
ject to change without notice. The information contained in the newsletter 
is expressed in good faith, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. Nothing 
contained in this newsletter is intended to be, nor shall it be construed 
as, investment advice, nor is it to be relied upon in making any investment 
or other decision.  Prior to making any investment decision, you are ad-
vised to consult with your broker, investment advisor or other appropriate 
tax or financial professional to determine the suitability of any invest-
ment.  Neither Main Line Investors, Inc. nor Robert D. McHugh, Jr., Ph.D. 
Editor shall be responsible or have any liability for investment decisions 
based upon, or the results obtained from, the information provided. Copy-
right 2008, Main Line Investors, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  
 
 
    “Jesus said to them, “I am the bread of life; he who comes to Me 
                 shall not hunger, and he who believes in Me shall never thirst. 
                    For I have come down from heaven, 
         For this is the will of My Father, that everyone who beholds 
                the Son and believes in Him, may have eternal life; 
        and I Myself will raise him up on the last day.” 
    
     John 6: 35, 38, 40 
  
 
 
                     If you are enjoying your subscription, please tell a friend. 
                         Let them know about our free — one time —  30 day trial subscription. 

                                      
 
 
                 Here are the symbols for Exchange Traded Funds for the Major Indices: 
 
  DIA         Dow Industrials                              IYT        Trannies    
                        SPY         S&P 500                                          GDX      HUI Amex Gold Bugs* 
                        QQQQ    NASDAQ 100                                  GLD      Gold 
                        IWM        Russell 2000                                   SLV       Silver 
  EWA       Australia 
  
            * Note: The GDX actually tracks the GDM, a grouping of 45 mining stocks, but the GDX has 
                                 very high correlation to the HUI so we mention that as a suitable ETF for the HUI. 
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